
SATISFIED CLIENTS 
 

“I am looking forward to really investing some time and energy into looking 

into my fears and healing myself.” 

Dear Stella,    

Thank you very much for the inspirational reading yesterday. I just wanted to let you know three small 

things as a follow up.  

First, I have spoken to my boss and given her notice that I will be leaving. There are some things 

planned for October, and thereafter I’ll reduce my hours in November to leave altogether by 

December. Next up is the voluntary work, and I’ll have that sorted by the end of the week – I promise!  

Second, I have made an appointment to see a healer and am looking forward to really investing some 

time and energy into looking into my fears and healing myself. Thirdly, while I was telling my husband 

about the reading he pointed out something rather wondrous and significant about The Sun’s position 

in my tarot spread. Sol is the secret name we had chosen ages ago for a baby boy when we first started 

trying. Our little dream child is our sun. For some reason it didn’t twig with me during the reading, 

but in retrospect it is really amazing – there he is! 

 

Best wishes, Lisa  

 

“Her accuracy is astounding. Her compassion is limitless. Her honesty is 

refreshing. Her wisdom is immense.”   

 
I have visited Stella for a reading every year since 1997. Over this period she has provided me with no 

nonsense and grounded guidance around important decisions regarding my business, moving and 

relationships. Her accuracy is astounding. Her compassion is limitless. Her honesty is refreshing. Her 

wisdom is immense. The service that she provides is important, insightful and very reassuring. 

Knowing the bigger picture allows me to accept what is, and regain my sense of humour when what is, 

isn’t what I think I want! 

Hailey – Business Consultant 

 

“Thanks again for your assistance in helping me to get on the right track. It has 

created a ripple effect allowing more honest communication with and between 

my kids.”   
 

Hi Stella - Just a short note to thank you for your advice. Have made many changes since I saw you. 

Have stopped destructive drinking and smoking. Trying acupuncture for cigarettes on Tuesday. Doing 

3 NA meetings a week. Have attempted to remove destructive relationship. Have changed mobile 

number, locks on doors and had a different car for 2 weeks when gearbox went for 3rd time. Got 

angry with agent who finally agreed to install 3 window locks. Almost done the whole Lucinda 

Williams song "I changed the locks."  Had a hair cut too. 

  

I have been doing the visualisation/ breathing thing. Used it last night when Peter came around 

drunk. Also got some material to make curtains for lounge window. Plus have received confirmation 

of yoga in India in October 2008, which gives me time to save up and practise my yoga to a higher 

standard so I survive the intensive 5-week course. Have not started film script yet, but have bought a 

book called the Foundations of Screenwriting.  

  

Thanks again for your assistance in helping me to get on the right track. It has created a ripple effect 

allowing more honest communication with and between my kids. Di 

 


